Hospital management teams – reflections on organizational and medical specialization cultures
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ABSTRACT
Although hospital management is studied in several branches of science, scarcity of studies investigating management team work in hospitals exist. The purpose of this paper was to study managers’ understanding concerning the role of management team work in specialized health care, as well as management team work methods within the different activity areas in a hospital and in the operational units within their domain. A total of 54 interviews of activity area managers and operational unit managers in one Finnish hospital district in 2007-2008 was analyzed using data-driven content analysis. Work of all management teams focused on financial and operative issues. However, different management teams used different working methods, which implicates the existence of medical specialization-specific work subcultures within a shared organizational culture. The psychiatric activity area appeared the most active and the most future-oriented, whereas the activity area of operative specializations seemed the most defensive, and the activity area of conservative specializations was businesslike and unfocused as regards the future. These differences were portrayed in the teams’ inner dynamics and interaction practices. Activity area work methods did not directly transfer to those of the unit-level management teams. We conclude that management teams may not be optimally used as a forum for strategic issues or innovation throughout hospital organizations and more research is needed in order to better understand the connections between management team work, organizational culture and medical specialization culture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
International management literature deems large hospitals complex, difficult-to-manage organizations,[1–3] which cannot be organized without consideration for the wider health care context.[4]

In addition to its formal juridical and administrative organization, a hospital is also run by a normative organizational structure, in which the institutionalized rules and methods of operation of the hospital come into play.[5] Typically, hospitals have a multi-tier hierarchy of management levels, as well as highly specialized work units built around strong professional experts.[6] Varying orientations between different professions may cause communication problems and friction.[7–9]

Medical specializations greatly determine the structure of large hospital organizations. Specializations function as the basis for the operational organization and the different activity areas. Operational units are usually grouped by these medical specializations. Hospital managers discuss specializations without making the distinction between organizational structures and medical terms. For examples “gastroenterology” may refer to either a medical specialization or structural
unit within the hospital organization.\textsuperscript{[10]}

 Hospitals are also path-dependent on their history. They are in a constant state of dynamic evolution and their history partially defines their current operation and operational culture.\textsuperscript{[11]} Culturally, hospitals can be broken down into several subcultures.\textsuperscript{[12]} Organizational culture relates to the assumptions, values, attitudes and beliefs that are shared among significant groups within an organization.\textsuperscript{[13,14]} Culture concerns the common, accepted ways of doing things within an organization, as well as the shared, individual ways of each of its members of making sense of the organization. Organizational culture varies across the hospital organization and some of this variation is attributable to the variety of organizational characteristics and measures of performance.\textsuperscript{[15]} In a hospital, subcultures may be found in, for example, specialist fields and management team operations.\textsuperscript{[10]}

 One British study focused on the NHS’s 189 acute hospital trusts and the nearly 900 managers running them. Describing senior management team culture, more than half of the trusts were identified as dominant clan culture types, whereas 29 per cent were dominant rational, 11 per cent were developmental, and only 6 per cent were hierarchical in their culture.\textsuperscript{[15]} A hospital may be considered a complex, dynamic and adaptive system, in which no one is fully able to control the system or foretell the outcomes of decisions.\textsuperscript{[16,17]} Hospitals represent culturally and structurally divided operational fields, and are very challenging to manage as a whole. To better manage such an entity, one may take advantage of arenas that bring together people from different sub-groups. In a hospital, these include management teams on different hierarchical levels.

**Conceptual framework**

In this study, a management team denoted a group of people from a given organization, and was composed of managers, experts, human resource (HR) and other interest group representatives, brought together by a manager for regular planned meetings, to discuss matters concerning the hospital’s operations. A management team’s main role is to support the manager in his/her work, for which he/she is personally responsible. Management teams are continuous in their operations and are not formed to carry out only a single project.

Recent research on top management teams (TMT) has demonstrated that they can have a profound impact on the strategic direction and performance of their organizations. The majority of TMT research has brought the importance of management team composition to light, and has employed various versions of demography theory.\textsuperscript{[18]} Demography theory suggests that the composition of TMTs, with regards to various demographic characteristics (e.g. age, tenure, functional and educational background), may explain the collective behavior of management teams.\textsuperscript{[19–21]} Recent studies on TMTs have also demonstrated that the management team culture strongly influences the behaviors, attitudes and values of the individuals of an organization\textsuperscript{[22]} and impacts the organization’s performance.\textsuperscript{[23]}

At its best, management team work helps broaden the participants’ perspective on the organization’s operations and helps them understand the significance of decisions relating to their own field as regards the organization’s main task and the financial success of the business.\textsuperscript{[24–26]} A functional management team actively participates in carrying out and monitoring the organization’s strategy.\textsuperscript{[27,28]} A well-functioning management team is also a strong decision-making body\textsuperscript{[29–31]} and increases the organization’s innovativeness.\textsuperscript{[32–34]}

In a hospital, management team membership is mainly based on the person’s hierarchical or professional position within the organization, and not, for instance, on personal qualities, or an analysis of the talent or knowhow the management team lacks, or the ideal combination of demographic factors. Management teams are composed with reverence to representation.\textsuperscript{[35]} They vary greatly in how they operate. The most distinctive are the professional and executive management teams and their ways of realizing the organization’s strategy differ considerably from those of others.\textsuperscript{[27,36]}

The aim of this study is to add to the understanding of the role that management team work plays in hospital management. The study focuses on activity areas and operational unit management teams’ tasks as a part of running a hospital, as well as on management team practices. Our research questions are the following: 1) How do management team members perceive the operation of their management team? 2) How do management team practices in different activity areas and operational units differ from each other?

**2. Method**

**2.1 Data collection**

The Specialized Medical Care Act (1062/1989) requires that Finnish municipalities provide specialized health care for their residents. For this purpose, each municipality is associated with one of 20 hospital districts, which each have a central hospital. Hospital districts collect a client fee, but the majority of the services are paid for by the municipalities, that is, they are tax-funded. The highest decision-making power in hospital districts lays with a political organ.

The present study is based on semi-open interviews of managers who are members of management teams. The inter-
views were about management team operations. The data were collected from the activity areas (conservative, operative, psychiatric) of one hospital district and the operational units subordinate to them, and concerned the subject of their management teams. The conservative activity area included the operational units of internal medicine, neurology, lung diseases, psychiatry and rehabilitation, cancer, skin diseases and geriatrics, and covered altogether 390 employees. The operative activity area included the operative units of surgery, orthopedics, gynecology, anesthesiology, intensive care, pediatrics, ophthalmology, otorhinolaryngology and oral diseases, covering altogether 660 employees. The third activity area, psychiatrics, included the operational units of adult and elderly psychiatry, child and adolescent psychiatry and collaborative psychiatric outpatient clinics, covering altogether 370 employees.

Interview participation was voluntary. The interviews were themed, and they addressed, for example, management team structure, work methods, interaction, time management, the role of the chairperson, and management team decision-making. At the end of the interviews, the interviewees took time to think about how they could improve their management team.

The data included 54 manager interviews, which were conducted individually. The interviews targeted a management team chairperson and team members in five activity areas and in five operational units. They were conducted during the fall of 2007 and the spring of 2008, and lasted approximately 45-60 minutes. All interviews were recorded and transcribed as 15-25 typed pages.

The interviewees were 23 head physicians, 6 head nurses, 7 trustees, 9 nurse managers, and 9 personnel members. Of those interviewed, 21 were men and 33 were women. The interviews and the analysis were conducted by the same two researchers throughout the study. Because management team membership was connected to the person’s formal position in the organization, the representativeness of management teams turned out to be quite large. The size of management teams varied from 8 to 15 participants.

2.2 Data analysis

For the first research question, we utilized all 54 interviews, and for the second research question, we used the interviews of the management team members from the conservative, operative and psychiatric activity areas and the management team member interviews of the four operational units subordinate to the aforementioned activity areas. These interviews amounted to 44. Approximately half of the members in each management team were interviewed, taking into consideration the representativeness of the groups.

We applied data-driven content analysis to the research questions. First, the data was read through several times to obtain a general view. The first stage concerned looking for subject-matter relating to management team operations. The analysis unit was a sentence or a complete thought. The original quotes were chosen word for word, after which they were paraphrased, grouped and labeled with words descriptive of content. During the grouping phase, we looked for similarities and differences. Expressions with similar content were grouped into sub-categories, and further, through abstraction, into umbrella categories and uniting categories. The categories were named according to their content.

3. RESULTS

The management teams dealt with a large variety of different subjects. Some of these were on the agenda each time, some followed an annual schedule, and some were situational. The majority of the subjects at hand were informative, routine and recurrent in nature. The atmosphere at the meetings was, according to the interviewees, mainly positive and dialogic. New management team members were not briefed on management team work beforehand. There were no known common goals for the management team’s work, nor did team members come together to assess the success of their work. The managers interviewed were members of one or more management teams and some of them were chairpersons in their own specialist field’s management team.

3.1 Management team tasks

The data showed that hospital management teams had several different tasks. A summary of these tasks is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Management team tasks

• Sharing information
• Increasing interaction
• Forming a common consensus
• Division of tasks and duties relating to operative management
• Assisting and coordinating future-planning
• Making Decisions
• Increasing commitment to organization
• Offering development opportunities for managers

As information channels, the management teams worked both vertically and horizontally. The chairperson was able to use the management team to distribute information and the members were able to receive it. The management team meeting acted as a forum for raising issues. In addition, management team members received information from other sub-units in their own operational unit.
Management team meetings had varying levels of success as interaction forums. The chair-person’s role was seen as highly important in achieving successful interaction. Members reported that management teams were “the image of their chairperson”. All members had the opportunity to speak but not everyone felt the need to do so. Managers (mostly doctors) spoke, and deputies (mostly nurses) remained quiet, although they were familiar with the subjects at hand. HR representatives did not speak unless spoken to. Participant interest was mainly focused on the subject that they themselves represented. In activity area management team meetings in particular, members were mainly only interested in matters concerning their own specialist area or specialist areas close to their own.

Management team meetings were used for forming a common consensus and agreement on how orders from higher up, directions, or some task otherwise deemed important, would be carried out in practice.

Management team meetings laid foundations and discussed coordination for future plans, talked about patient queues or the need for stand-ins and assigned individual planning assignments to members of the management teams. Strategic planning had little prominence in management teams’ routine operations.

Personnel issues came up in management team interviews as small snippets of discussion concerning employee welfare at work, appointments, applications for further training, workforce sufficiency, and recruitment. No shared or planned HR management views were brought up in management team interviews.

The interviews depicted the management team’s role as a decision-making body as somewhat ambiguous in terms of actual decisions being made in the meetings and whose decisions these were. Interviewees mainly spoke of decisions made by the management team, but for most of them - though not for everyone - it was clear that the operational unit manager was responsible for the decisions. The decision-making process was very much portrayed as a search for consensus. Open disputes were rare. Chairpersons in particular emphasized the present unity and good atmosphere of their own management teams. Consensus was sought through conversations in which every voice counted and compromises were made. Meetings in which no consensus was reached were rare. Once a decision was jointly made, everyone committed to it, especially in top-tier management teams, in spite of possible differing personal opinions. Management team work was seen to possess a quality of committing a person to joint decisions.

### 3.2 Management team’s significance for managerial work

Table 2 presents the most significant matters that the managers brought up in the interviews when discussing the management teams’ significance for their own work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity area management teams</th>
<th>Operational unit management teams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Forming a general view over activity areas</td>
<td>• Forming a general view over operational units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Receiving information</td>
<td>• Receiving information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Committing to the activity area subculture</td>
<td>• Achieving joint agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increasing the understanding of other special fields</td>
<td>• Increasing the interaction between managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increasing the understanding of others’ work</td>
<td>• Committing a manager to the leadership role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Supporting personnel management</td>
<td>• Claritying ones own managerial role</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Members of activity area management teams who were managers stressed the importance of information flow, as well as having a bigger picture of the activity area and the specialist areas operating within them. In operational unit management team interviews, the managers emphasized features that supported their own managerial work and its improvement. Joint activities and peer support were also deemed important.

### 3.3 Activity area management team practices

The managers in the management teams of all three activity areas were of the opinion that representation was key to information sharing. All teams received the same information at the same time. All three management teams considered their chairperson to be communicative and responsive to the management team.

There were certain distinctions in the way management teams operated. These were mainly visible in the managers’ descriptions of group atmosphere, interaction within the group, the manager’s attitude toward management team members, inclination towards development, and joint activities. Table 3 contains descriptions of the different work cultures distinctive to different activity areas’ management teams.

The psychiatric activity area clearly stood out from the other...
two by virtue of its own strong remit strategy, clarity of decision-making, inclination for change and openness, and its dialogic working method. The management team strove for development and innovation with an eye on the future. There was less focus on results or financing than in the conservative and operative activity areas. In both of these two activity areas, the strategy seemed unclear. There were differences between the two management teams’ working methods. In the operative activity area, the emphasis was on the participants standing up for their own subspecialist areas, headed by large specialist fields such as surgery and orthopedics. The conservative activity area’s internal working methods were characterized by sticking to facts, the importance of information sharing, the management team’s taciturnity, and established working methods.

3.4 Operational unit management team practices

Table 4 presents the work cultures of the four operational units’ management teams. Two of the units belonged to the operative activity area, one to the conservative and one to the psychiatric.

The same practices appeared to be largely in use in the operational units, as in the activity area management teams above them. Observing finances and profitability was emphasized. In all the operational units, as well as in the activity areas above them, the principle of the management team’s function appeared unclear. There was also some confusion about decision-making in all but two operational units. Matters concerning the whole hospital district were not discussed in unit-level management team meetings and were mainly only reported.

Each operational unit management team had its own internal interaction practices which generally did not follow those of the activity area management teams. The management teams that shared the largest amount of management team practices were the surgery activity area and unit-level management teams, which emphasized a similar specialist territorial ideology to that of the operative activity area management team. The lung diseases unit, which is a part of the conservative activity area, appeared the most active and open to change. The child psychiatry unit had a drive for change in its communicative practices and was innovative and dialogic, and was in this way similar to the psychiatric activity area, but disjointed and chaotic in its other practices.

Table 3. Activity area management team work cultures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conservative activity area</th>
<th>Operative activity area</th>
<th>Psychiatric activity area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The management team is formal and uncommunicative. The chair-person prepares the meetings and other participants do not bring issues to the agenda.</td>
<td>• The atmosphere is open and confidential in the management team meetings.</td>
<td>• The atmosphere is relaxed, egalitarian and daring in the management team meetings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Finding consensus is always the main goal.</td>
<td>• The team recognizes its own potential and is open for change.</td>
<td>• Different opinions are well tolerated and the team is open for new ideas, confidential and supportive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The meetings focus on medical issues and the nurses’ presence is a nuisance. The doctors do not speak of their own problems and no peer-support is expected of the management team.</td>
<td>• The focus is on the head doctors and nursing-related matters are left for other forums.</td>
<td>• The management team raises discussion on the activity area's focus and future-plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Far-reaching issues are not discussed.</td>
<td>• Head doctors defend their own special fields and are uninterested in others. The team is not used for peer-support.</td>
<td>• In the discussions, finance is not dominant. Personnel's abilities are deemed as important discussion-topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Discussions about personnel are rare.</td>
<td>• The meetings are dominated by a rhetoric of finance and effectiveness.</td>
<td>• Different professions defend their positions, but head nurses take care of the grass-roots level and have no time to attend management team meetings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chair-person is considered businesslike, precise, considerate and moderate, with a touch of an experienced clinician.</td>
<td>• Decision-making is unclear, consensus is sought.</td>
<td>• Chair-person is deemed as adaptive and as someone who sets the tone for the meetings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Operational unit management team work cultures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational unit of Lung diseases (in Conservative activity area)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The atmosphere is confidential and open in the management team meetings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chair-person keeps everyone informed about matters concerning the entire organization. Other participants also raise issues to the agenda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Focus is on financial matters, and on HR matters, such as personnel well-being, recruitment and education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Common consensus is sought and decisions are made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chair-person has emulated management team practices from the activity area-level management team he participates in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair-person is deemed as inspiring and able to create a good atmosphere.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational unit of Surgery (in Operative activity area)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The management team is businesslike, routined and open for development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Territorial thinking is strongly present, but the team seeks for shared understanding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Within different special fields the participants seek peer-support from outside of their own profession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Discussion concentrates on patient-ques and personnel well-being and recruitment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Common consensus is sought out, decision-making is unclear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chair-person is deemed as dynamic and rational.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational unit of Pediatrics (in Operative activity area)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The management team is undiscoursive and has its own meeting practice with no agenda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Team-work is deemed equal, with no clear doctor-nurse juxtaposition present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Disputes between special fields, which results in intense discussions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Meeting-topics include personnel costs, recruitment and well-being, but rarely finance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Participants do not feel they receive peer-support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chair-person is deemed fair to all.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational unit of Child and adolescent psychiatry (in Psychiatric activity area)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The management team is deemed a safe place where everyone can bring up their opinions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People with strong personalities control the meetings. Nursing personnel is less vocal than doctors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Severe tensions between different special fields exist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Meetings focus on personnel coping and appointments. Finance is also a dominant topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Decisions are rarely made and things are often left unfinished.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chair-person is deemed meandering and inexperienced in leading the management team meetings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DISCUSSION

The aim of the study was to observe management team work in specialized health care, and to determine the differences in the ways different management teams work. Table 5 presents the summary of our findings.

The management teams we studied were quite large. Large groups may not be ideal for information processing or innovation, but they do increase the likelihood of the management group’s heterogeneity. On the other hand, heterogeneity may decrease the group’s productivity if the group is unable to reach a satisfactory level of consensus. The most crucial part is the interaction between team members and the shape that this takes. Hospitals typically have a consensus-seeking work culture, which also became evident during this study. In addition to a positive outlook, it may also lead to the selection of neutral topics for the management team’s perusal which do not lead to open, progressive discussion.

The results indicate that no new ideas or development projects were hatched in the management teams. This may be a result of their afore-mentioned large size. The lack of brainstorming decreases information processing and information use and finally affects the hospital’s openness to development. According to previous literature, the best-functioning management teams have members with different levels of experience, skills and personal outlooks, and their power is unevenly distributed. Management teams such as
this are better equipped to promote strategic change in hospitals and to improve certain figures depicting patient-care efficiency.\textsuperscript{[27, 43]}

It has also been stated that multi-talented management teams are openly motivated to learn new things (such as financial administration data systems and data administration) related to the development of a hospital’s strategic development.\textsuperscript{[44, 45]}

According to criteria based on experience and profession, all the management teams in this study had equal opportunity to actively participate in developing the hospital’s operation.

### Table 5. Summary of findings

- Members of activity area management teams stressed the importance of information flow, as well as having a bigger picture of the activity areas operating within them. In operational unit management teams the members emphasized features that supported their own managerial work and its improvement.
- There were certain distinctions in the way activity area management teams operated. The psychiatric activity area clearly stood out from the other two by virtue of its own strong remit strategy, clarity of decision-making, inclination for change and openness, and its dialogic working method. In conservative and operative activity areas the strategy seemed unclear. In the operative activity area, the emphasis was on the participants standing up for their own subspecialist areas, headed by large specialist fields such as surgery and orthopedics. The conservative activity area’s internal working methods were characterized by sticking to facts, the importance of information sharing, the management team’s taciturnity, and established working methods.
- The same practices appeared to be largely in use in the operational units, as in the activity area management teams above them. However, each operational unit management team had its own internal interaction practices which generally did not follow those of the activity area management teams.

The data showed several tasks assigned to the management teams. They formed an excellent channel for the trickling up or down of information. Regular meetings brought methods to managerial work. Management team membership increased commitment to the decisions already made and to the “subculture” of management. Middle-managers in particular saw the management teams of their respective operational units as the most important managerial tool at their disposal. The management team directly above a manager’s own operational unit was not deemed important. There is a contradiction here, in that the managers largely dealt with matters in their own level’s management team meetings, which they were informed of and tasked with in upper-level management team meetings. In addition, the results indicate that chairpersons modeled their own actions on those of their predecessors and the chairpersons in upper-level management teams. Practices such as this have been previously stated to stem from the tradition of professional management.\textsuperscript{[10]}

The results show that management teams served the operative management and coordination of everyday functions of a hospital, which consisted of multiple hierarchical levels and several highly specialized units. Certain significant management areas, such as strategic remit management, HR management and overall future-orientation, were rarely addressed in management team meetings. The study raises the question of where exactly these management areas materialize in hospitals, and whether they materialize enough at all.

The hospital district’s shared strategy remained secondary in all management teams and the strategy concerning the team’s own field appeared unclear in the operative and conservative activity area.

Although management team work is a common practice in public hospitals, the teams’ tasks and goals appeared largely unclear. This may be partly due to the fact that new team members are not given any orientation towards the responsibilities and liabilities they have as team-members. Similarly, the hospital’s strategy, along with its outlined issues and goals, quickly vanished on the way down in management teams along the hospital hierarchy. Unit-level management team tasks appeared to consist of organizing daily management and solving everyday issues.

Even if the significance of management team work for managing a hospital remained weak, as the results indicate, we must acknowledge the importance that the teams had for single solitary managers’ work and for improving their own leadership. Management team work served to broaden horizons and to help see one’s own work as part of a larger whole. Management teams functioned as arenas for outlining a common vision within a unit and for outlining the tasks and responsibilities for operative management.

Management teams had different ways of operating according to remit. The most clearly perceivable were the differences in internal group dynamic and interaction practices. Some of the management teams’ practices may have differed.
due to the team members’ backgrounds in specialized health care, specialist fields, and their subcultures.\textsuperscript{[15]}

In a study by Virtanen, different specialized health care managers noted that people with professional backgrounds in a certain medical specialization and who worked in the organizational unit adjacent to that specialization had certain common traits unique to their specialization background, and that they might differ greatly from people with other medical specialization backgrounds. The difference was apparent in behavior and it was clearly perceivable among doctors; less so among nurses. Concerning surgeons, the image was one of straightforward, sometimes exuberant, people with an appreciation of themselves and of practical surgical experience. Of interns, the image was one of slow-moving, thoroughly analytical people who made decisions and acted in a calm and relaxed manner, all the while retaining their own opinions. At an equal distance from both these groups were the psychiatrists, who were considered to be “different” and impossible to define using the same criteria.\textsuperscript{[10]}

These differences were also apparent in management team interaction and internal dynamics. The operative management activity area’s management team had different subspecialization managers who jealously guarded their own territory, and managers who had a distinct preference for procedures,\textsuperscript{[8, 9]} whereas the conservative activity area management team members could be described as composed, businesslike, and contemplative. Members of psychiatric management teams often brought to the team’s discussion an open and multivalued discourse concerning nearly everything that happened within the team’s remit. The meetings were meandering in nature, but often the open interaction and everyone being heard produced a good atmosphere; one in which innovation was also possible.\textsuperscript{[31]}

In the light of this study, it would appear that the surgical specialists and their representatives had a stronger tendency to transfer their own work methods to management team work than the other specialists and their representatives. The surgical unit was governed by the same territorial mentality and the fight for one’s own field found in non-surgical units, and in the activity area above it. In future studies, it would be pertinent to pay more attention to the transfer of work methods from upper to lower management levels, because the work culture a management team adopts has been found to affect health care organization effectiveness in hospitals, as well as in primary health care.\textsuperscript{[15, 46, 47]}

Literature on hospital management team operation from a medical specialization perspective is scarce, so it is difficult to say how strong the subcultures found actually are and whether or not they have characteristics which, in the long run, could either hinder or promote management team work. In this study, we only looked at four different operational units and to make a conclusive judgment, data from additional units from different activity areas would have been necessary.

The research was carried out in one hospital and the results are not directly applicable more generally. This would require additional data for comparison from other hospitals and the work of their management teams. Also, as certain aspects of organizational culture and professional culture may by highly embedded in certain national context,\textsuperscript{[48]} the study needs to be replicated outside its Nordic context. However, as recent leadership research has demonstrated, studies conducted in several Western countries have been highly consistent with research outcomes from China and other Asian countries,\textsuperscript{[48–50]} indicating the importance of organizational and professional cultures on the global scale. Also, as such, the one-on-one interviews of 54 managers from different specialist fields offer a broad view of management teams’ roles in hospitals, and the parallel analysis carried out by two researchers improves the reliability of the study.

From a hospital management perspective, we should pay more attention to management team operation, their tasks, and the way in which a hospital’s top management directs its management teams. As management team work methods manifest different features of specialized health care, the management teams do not necessarily operate in the same way. Managers at different organizational levels have different personal and organizational goals and needs.\textsuperscript{[17]}

Managing diversity in management team work is a challenge for the hospital management. Quinn \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[51]} state that managers must simultaneously tackle multiple different roles and event horizons, which they need to understand and accept. Management team chairpersons would be hard pressed to utilize the different work cultures found in different groups while reflecting on improving their own management teams’ work.

Management team work could be improved by clarifying operational goals and informing everyone in the organization about them, as well as by refining management team dynamics by consciously dissolving routinized work methods, avoiding unnecessarily routine handling of matters, enhancing meeting techniques, and by adding future orientation to the teams’ work. Management team leadership and decision-making could also be improved by applying different models of team work.\textsuperscript{[52]}
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